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Maritime Capabilities
Our operational support involves full spectrum systems engineering expertise (analysis of alternatives through test and integration) to enhance agency mission support applications and information security in a variety of capacities.

- **Engineering Services** for combat systems, air systems, C4ISR systems, infrastructure and facilities, and testing support of Hull, Mechanical, and Electric (HM&E) and command, control, communications, computer, intelligence, reconnaissance, and surveillance (C4ISR) systems
- **HM&E Logistical Support** for USCG Medium Endurance Cutter 282’ (WMEC)
- **Construction, Design, Development, and Information Technology Support** for USCG Response Boat-Medium 45’ (RB-M)
- **Systems Engineering, and Cost Analysis Functions** to support aircraft acquisition and upgrades
- **Additional Services:**
  - C4ISR System Architecture Support Services
  - Naval Architecture and Systems Engineering Support
  - Sustainment and Maintenance
  - Analysis of Alternatives
  - Test inspection and Quality Assurance